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Abstract
Emotion has been considered as an important

concept of embodied systems. A learning agent,
Crossbar Adaptive Array, which implements the con-
cept of emotion in its learning and behavioral scheme
is described. Some issues relevant to embodied intel-
ligence and reinforcement learning are also discussed.

Introduction

In studying artificial embodied ~,stems the focus is
mainly on issues of associated with the rational aspects
(motion planning, reasoning, learning, etc). There are 
distinguished fields of science known as Artificial Intel-
ligence and Artificial Neural Systems. However, there is
not so much effort concentrated on the issue of artificial
emotion. In the terminology of agent based system,
summarized for example in the work of Wooldridge and
Jennings (1994) and in the glossary of intelligent behav-
ior (Mataric 1994) the term "emotion" does not exists.
We do not know how to produce a robot which is
ashamed of something; or how to model era% Maybe it
is because most of our emotions are not rationally driven,
and their basis is the hormonal system, not the neural
one.

We believe that there are important issues to pursue
in relation to emotions, and in this paper we will only
scratch the area. Firstly we will introduce the EMbody
systems, in which importance of the emotion is empha-
sized from the viewpoint of sensation, action, and com-
inunication. After that we will describe the CAA agent
which actually implements the concept of emotion. It is a
rather early reinforcement learning system, which uses
the emotional concepts of feelings and desirability to de-
velop its learning procedure. Finally we discuss addi-
tional issues around the concept embodied intelligence

EMbody agents

Cognitive ~,stem in a body assumes existence of some
spatial encapsulation (skin, shell,..) surrounding the sys-
tem. It is assumed that such an obtained body has ability
to address (contact, reach,..) objects and beings that are
placed at some distance fi’om the body. The way of ad-
dressing can be by means of sensors, physical actions,
and~or communications. The bo@ exist in an environ-
merit in which it behaves. Figure 1. shows our basic un-
derstanding of an embodied intelligence through the con-
cept of EaVlbody (emotional, embodied systenO.

behavioral
environment ~-~

environment ~

Figure 1. The concept of Embody

As Figure 1 shows, EMbody is an embodied intelli-
gence which has three main features: 1) Existence in
both genetic and behavioral emdroument and 2) Expan-
sion of its presence in the behavioral environment beyond
its "raw" body, to the extent of its sensory range, action
range and communication range 3) Emotion, for purpose
of communication, internal action and sense of the state
values.
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From the definition of the EMbody it is natural that
we define its basic tasks as 1) to survive in the behavioral
em,ironment, 2) to reproduce itself in the genetic envi-
ronment, 3) to expand its sensory, action, and communi-
cation ranges further 4) to optimize the value of its inter-
nal state, i.e. to experience a "positive" emotion.

In order to achieve the above goals, an EMbody needs
a knowledge, sensing- and learning ability, among other
features of an embodied intelligence. It needs to build a
cognitive model of the environment in a way it under-
stands it. The EMbody expansion in the behavioral envi-
ronment is in the sense of expanding its influence in the
environment, by means of tools, and at some stage, tech-
nology.

This paper will restrict itself to the issue of emotion,
which is considered to be a feature in the intersection of
the notions of action, sensing, and communication. It is
understood as an internal sensation which can sometimes
be used as external communication and/or action.

This work will describe a consequence driven agent
from the EMbody class. Before we give the description of
the agent, we will briefly present a part of the theory of
consequence driven systems.

Consequence Driven Systems

The theory of consequence driven systems
(Bozinovski 1995) coves a wide range of systems, includ-
ing consequence driven teaching, and consequence
driven learning (or reinforcement learning ) systems.

Consequence driven learning system (Figure 2) is 
adaptive behavior system which always assumes exis
tence of an environments (game opponent, world, mar-
ket,...) it interacts with. Its basic behavioral routine
(below) emphasizes that a consequence driven system, 
addition of being an interaction (communication) system,
is also a pattern recognition system. In a given situation,
it needs to recognize the consequence of his previous be

ENVIRONMENT
(EMbody, world )

consequence
action

situ]tion System[__~Consequence Driven
(EMbody, ...)

Figure 2. A consequence driven learning system
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new situation
in that situation a consequence of a previous
segment of your behavior
if so, adjust your behavior to optimize the

future consequence
appropriate action

havioral poliW. It should be noted that here the situation
is the consequence, and there is not necessarily an ex-
plicit external reinforcement signal.

The consequence driven system can be considered as
a planning system. From the AI point of view it can be
represented as a rule-based knowledge system using con-
sequence driven if-then rules. They can be in planning

foIvn

IF X(t) THEN A(t) IN ORDER TO X(t+l),
more generally,

IF X(t) THEN A(t) IN ORDER TO X(t+k),
or, in its expectation form

IF X(t) THEN A(t) EXPECTING X(t+k),
where k> 1 is in the future.

The notion of consequence planning is closely con-
nected to the notion of benefit, or on emotional level, de-
sirabilit)p of being in some state, as a consequence of
taking some action, for which a cost should be paid. Fig-
ure 3 depicts the concept.
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Figure 3. The lemwing process in a benefit-cost system

As Figure 3 shows, it is assumed that a consequence
driven system performs some kind of benefit-cost analy-
sis, an learns on such a basis. The learning variable as-
sociated with the basic situation-action-consequence
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routine, is adjusted according to a learning rule in the
form

w ’(s,a) = U(w(s,a), V(s ’), C(a)) 
where w is some learning construct (for example learning
variable), s is the current situation, a is taken action, ~((.)
is (emotional) desirability function and C(.) is cost func-
tion: x’is the next value ofx.

Tile simplest learning rule is the desirability-only
rule

w ’~j - w~i + vk (2)
where w~i is the learning variable associated x~4th the a-
th action in thej-th situation, and vk. is the emotional
value of being in the, as consequence obtained, k-th
situation.

A simple cost affected desirabili~., (or benefit-cost)
rule is

w’~ = w~s ~- ov~ - c~ (3)
where o is the benefit discount factor, 0 < o < 1
A more complex learning rule is (Watkins 1989)

w~i = w~j + 13 0"~ + ov~ - w~) (4)
where r, has interpretation of reinforcement, not merely
the cost. Here 13 is the memoD’ forgetting parameter,
known also as convergence parameter.

In general, all the above rules are special cases of the
Bellman equation in Dynamic Programming (Bellman
1957, Barto, Bradtke, & Singh 1995) , which in its
benefit-cost form can be written as

V(s) = max {oE(V(s ~)) - E(C(a))} (5)
a c A (s)

where V(s) is the desirabilib’ being in state s, C(a) is 
cost taking action a, E is the expectation operator, and
A(s) is the set of permissible actions from the state 

Emotion as internal reinforcement

A reinforcement learning system which introduced
emotional concepts in its learning scheme is the Crossbar
Adaptive Array (CAA) agent¯ It was introduced in 1981
(Bozinovski 1981, 1982), and successfully solved the
problem of assignment of credit, well known in the Rein-
forcement Learning (RL) theoD~. It is an early connec-
tionist system solving that problem, stated by Mins~:
(1961). It was previously solved by methods of AI, ex-
amples being Samuel (1959) and Michie and Chambers
(1968); later it was solved by another connectionist
learning system, Actor-Critic architecture (Barto, Sutton,
& Anderson 1983)¯ The term delayed reinforcement
learning, (to the best of our knowledge, in modern RL
introduced in Bozinovski 1982, on the basis on the work
on Keller and Shoenfeld 1950), is also in use as a syno-
nym of temporal credit assignment¯ The most influent
works in the area of delayed reinforcement learning are

the theoretical work of Sutton (1988), and the booming
work of Watkins (Watkins 1989) which introduced the
well known Q-learning method. There are good reviews
on RL. examples being Kaelbling (1993) and Mataric
(1994). Recently, it turned out (Bozinovski 1995) that 
Q-method is a variant of the original, CAA learning pro-
cedure. That pointed the attention again to the almost
forgotten CAA system.

The key notion of the CAA learning algorithm are the
crossbar elements (later known as Q-values) w~j where 
is action (row) and j is the situation (column). The 
elements are used for both action selection and internal
extraction of the emotional value (state value, benefit,
desirability) computation. The CAA learning procedure
has four steps:

1) state j: perform action a biasing on w,j

2) state k: compute state value vk using w,k
3) state j: increment w~ using vk
4) change state: j-k; goto 1

where w.j means that the computation considers all the
possible actions (the column vector) from thej-th state.

I pattern I4
classifier r

situations sensors
l,

00@0
0@00
00®0

Iemotional value
selector

action

__ n~] tot ] ]

emotions

--I,

9ehavio-
ral

;nvlron-
nent

genetic environment [

Figure 4. The CAA architecture
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The fourth step of the algorithm emphasizes that the
CAA algorithm is an on-route acting algorithm. Some
versions (for example the Watldns’ Q-learning) can have
the fourth step in which next state is chosen off-route, for
example randomly: those are on-point acting algorithms.
Let us note that in the step 1, action is performed only
biasing and not necessarily using the crossbar compo-
nents. It even assumes that the action can be taken ran-
donily. Some systems, for example the Petitage system
(Stojanov & Bozinovski 1996), uses predefined pattern 
movements,in the case where a situation-action mapping
is not yet learned for some state. Other variants are dis-
cussed elsewhere (Bozinovski 1995).

The CAA architecture is shown on Figure 4. It re-
ceives set of distinct situations, from some pattern classi-
fier, outside the CAA. That pattern classifier can be an-
other CAA module working as pattern classifier. Once
distinguished, situations are accepted by a crossbar array
(later known as Q-table). Using its CAA learning proce-
dure (given above) and the desirability-only learning rule
(2). it is able to learn a path in an emotional graph. It is a
secondaEv reinforcement s3.,stem i.e. a goal-subgoal sys-
tem. Other early connectionist reinforcement learning
systems, for example the AC architecture (Barto, Sutton,
& Anderson, 1983) rely of an external reinforcer. In
CAA, the only input to the system are situations. Those
situations are used for computation of the internal emo-
tional value which is further used as reinforcement.

Emotional value is computed as
v~. = lfimc{w,d (6)

where lfimc{.} is some real valued function. It can be
computed as maximum selector, neural sum with con-
trolled threshold, or some other function. However, the
function should be chosen carefully in order to assure
convergence of the CAA learning procedure.

The CAA architecture was designed to challenge two
particular problems in the area of credit assignment: the
maze learning problem and the pole balancing problem.
From the simple maze learning, the challenge was re-
stated as learning emotional graphs. Here we will briefly
describe a maze running and a emotional graph envi-
ronment. The pole balancing problem is discussed else-
where (Bozinovski 1995). Figure 5 and 6 report on one 
our first (not previously published) experiments done 
1981 with CAA. Figure 5 shows a graph which repre-
sents a maze having only one positive reinforcing state.
(This particular graph was designed by Rich Sutton,
(personal communication)). The state 22 is reinforcing
one. Figure 6 shows the transposed crossbar ar ray and
evolution of its values due to the learning process.

7(’- 3 11(’-’) 19(%
2 3 6~ 10~2 18_~1

1 2 3 9 13 14 16 17 22
Figure 5. A simple task for the CAA s3,stem

The matrix has 22 inputs (situations) and 3 outputs
(actions). In 11 iterations one can see how a path is being
learned: from the goal state, state 22, bacMvards a de-
creasing chain of values is produced, until the starting
situation (here situation 6) is reached. Then the resulting
increasing chain of emotional values 1-3-4-5-7-8-A-B,
(A and B stands for 10 and 11) correspond to the situa-
tion chain 1-4-5-9-13-14-16-17 which is the path toward
the goal 22.
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Figure 6. Crossbar matrix learning in the experiment

For environments in which emotion can also have
negative values, the representation of the problem can be
done using the concept of subjective emotional graphs
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Figure 7 shows such a graph, where cartooned human
emotions represent the internal emotional state of the
CAA system. This particular graph shows environment
in which the reward is not only found at the terminal
state, but there are rewarding states along the way. The
agent has multiple goals, to reach the emotionally posi-
tive terminal state, but also to collect some pleasure
along the way, which in turn can speed up learning.

-, ©

Figure Z Representing emotions using emotional graphs

Those issues are also addressed in Mataric (1995). The
detailed experimental results, with variants where the
teleportation state is a neutral (not emotionally colored)
one are given elsewhere 03ozinovski 1995).

Discussion

Here we discuss some topics which appeared in our work
and are of interest in RL and embodied, behavior-based
intelligence (for example Mataric 1994). In addition 
emotion, we will briefly mention the issues on action
function approximation and virtual reality.

Continuity and Action Function Approximation

A real robot with real valued sensors and efectors are
facing the problem of continuity. A proper partitioning of
the input space is needed in order to avoid large spaces,
with dimensionality equal to the number of points that
sensor vector can produce. As CAA meets that problem,
it is the well known pattern classification problem (for
example Duda and Hart 1973). So CAA divides the
problem in two parts, situation recognition and the be-
havior selection. However, the problem of how to per-
form the learning for situation recognition is not ad-
dressed by CAA in the delayed reinforcement learning
task. The CAA pattern classification training is discussed
in (Bozinovski 1995) but outside the context of delayed
reinforcement learning. It is supposed that somehow, for
example by a supervised training, the CAA will learn to

classify the world sensations into manageable situations.
Or, a usage of fuzzy classifier, which in the process of
fuzzyfication, assigns linguistic variables as classes.

An interesting issue, not discussed in RL and Behav-
ioral Intelligence is the issue of continui~., of the action
space. Good example is the CAA application to the pole
balancing problem (Bozinovski 1981b, Bozinovski 
Anderson 1983). While other RL pole balancing problem
solvers use two actions, LEFT and RIGHT, CAA uses
three actions: LEFT, RIGHT, and DO-NOTHING. It
turned out that greatly simplifies the problem, since a
large part of the problem space became a ’do nothing’
region. So the importance of partitioning the action space
in the design phase of the system w-ill reflect itseff heav-
ily on the partitioning the input space. It is a not widely
discussed action function approximation, to the contrast
of value function approximation problem, discussed more
often in connection w-ith the input space partitioning
problem.

States and Virtual Reality

The concept of state is one of the cornerstones in AI, Dy-
namic Programming and Reinforcement Learning. There
are several problems with states, one of which is the ali-
asing problem, which we call the vh’tual reality problem:
how to distinguish between the states if they appeared to
be the same to the agent sensor5~ system? Figure 8 repre-
sents the problem.

©emotions :@ (~ .@ 

sensors ~ : ~ ’ ~_j

ac o2 
Figure 8. Different la),ers of states

Figure 8 shows an environment consisting of 5 states
defined by the action restriction in some environment.
Some of them appear the same to the sensor5, system of
the agent (notice the second layer), although they are
actually different. States have also emotional values
(third layer). Since the agent virtually lives in the second
layer it can build a wrong model of the environment. In
some cases it can build a stochastic model in determinis-
tic envil’onment.

One solution to the problem is the Petitage ~stem,
(Stojanov & Bozinovski 1996) which solves the problem
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by extending the definition of a state with its action con-
nections to the neighborhood. The new definition of the
state it deals with. is the sensor), registered state plus the
connection to the neighborhood states.

Emotion and Secondary Reinforcement

In contemporary RL theory the notions of emotion and
secondary reinforcement are not in wide use. A more
general terms from Dynamic Programming and Neural
Networks, as state value and state value backpropagation
are used instead. However, the concept of emotion em-
phasizes that the state value is computed internally in the
agent, not given from the outside world. We believe that
emotions are geneticaly built into the system and they
can serve as primau, drives. They produce elementary
behaviors. From the primary reinforcers, an agent, for
example animal, will develop its learning behavior by the
secondar)’ reinforcement mechanism, among other meth-
ods of updating the memory. The nature and necessib: of
the concept of emotion is still not appropriately modeled
in AI, and our attempt is only one aspect, a small step
toward that provoking field.
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